Tolerance and sensitization to the behavioral effects of cocaine in rats: relationship to benzodiazepine receptors.
Tolerance and sensitization to the behavioral effects of cocaine were investigated in rats responding under a fixed-consecutive-number eight schedule of food reinforcement. The development of tolerance or sensitization was induced by delivering the drug either immediately before or after each behavioral session during chronic administration. Chronic cocaine administered before each session resulted in tolerance, as indicated by the shift to the right in the cocaine dose response curve. This tolerance was more likely to develop in the presence of an external discriminative stimulus. On the other hand, when cocaine was delivered after each session, the injections did not disrupt responding and sensitization or increased sensitivity rather than tolerance developed. This sensitization was more likely to occur when the external discriminative stimulus was not present. These data suggest that either tolerance or sensitization to the behavioral effects of cocaine can occur following the same number of chronic injections, with the effect dependent on the context under which the drug is delivered. Significant differences in benzodiazepine receptor binding measured autoradiographically using [3H]flumazenil were observed between rats that received cocaine before or after each session, suggesting that the development of tolerance and sensitization may be mediated through changes in benzodiazepine receptors in discrete brain regions.